INSIDE FACE OF DOOR

- Locate, drill & tap these holes when securing hardware to door.
- 11/32" Dia. hole thru door (2 places)
- 1 17/32" Dia.
- 1 1/2" Dia.
- #10-24 Tapped Holes (4 Places)
- 1 3/8" Dia. Hole thru door for cylinder (1 place)
- 1/4-20 Tapped hole (2 places)
- 6 11/16" 2 11/16"
- 42 7/8" from finished floor (floor to top of push rail is 41")
- 2 1/4" 2 5/8"
- Depth of latch bolt

- For glass beaded doors, if glass bead cannot be removed, use glass bead trim kit (available on order).
- See master sheet no. 4010 for areas requiring reinforcements.
- See note no. 3.
- For mounting location see strike template #4300 (649 Standard Strike) for HC8800 and 12-HC8800 series exit devices.
- We recommend that all tapped holes be drilled & tapped in field.
- Tolerance on all dimensions ±1/64".

For glass beaded doors, if glass bead cannot be removed, use glass bead trim kit (available on order).
See master sheet no. 4010 for areas requiring reinforcements.
For mounting location see strike template #4300 (649 Standard Strike) for HC8800 and 12-HC8800 series exit devices.
We recommend that all tapped holes be drilled & tapped in field.
Tolerance on all dimensions ±1/64".
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